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00:00 She realizes she has rejection, self hatred, and fear but claims this has happened as the result
of husband leaving her (blame shifting), and that he was doing pornography (blame shifting).
This blame shifting tactic of the jezebel spirit is very effective because it takes the focus away from
the person hosting the demon (look what the husband is doing to me) which makes the person who
has the jezebel spirit look like a victim (which makes the person hosting the jezebel spirit look like
they did nothing wrong and makes every one sympathize with the person who is sinning and
hosting an attack demon). The effectiveness of the attack is increased by putting/hosting an ahab
spirit in the husband (let it happen mentality).
Regardless of what he is doing, that does not give her a right to sin. But her own sin (which she has
said is not her fault, actually is her fault because she did the sinful reacting). This does give the
jezebel spirit an open door to keep attacking the relationship of the husband and wife. The
woman’s “I am the victim” mentality, allows her to keep sinfully reacting, which keeps the door to
the jezebel spirit open to keep attacking the marriage of two people.
So… the husband was doing some things wrong (because of her or because of himself, but still, he
took the bait by doing a sinful reaction). She rationalizes and defends her sin (of hate) because of
his sinful reaction to her (but she is blame shifting, and not taking ownership of and responsibility
for her sins). As you will see – she is the one who let the jezebel spirit back into herself.
So, the jezebel spirit convinces her that she has done nothing wrong or if she has done something
wrong, then it is not her fault because she is a victim – wrong – if you did something wrong, it was
just wrong, and the wrong that you did is sin, sin that you become responsible for regardless of why
you did it, regardless of who influenced you to do it. So, she also took the bait, and is responsible
for what she did that was wrong regardless if someone like her husband influenced her (got her
sinfully reacting to him).
Therefore, both the husband and the wife are doing sinful reactions to each other (demonizing each
other, but feeling justified to react sinfully because of the other spouse). But a sinful reaction is still
an additional sin. They are both victims – the devil created circumstances hoping to get a sinful
reaction from one or both, which opens additional doors, by having these humans to commit
additional sins. Sins - regardless of being a victim, regardless of ability to rationalize and defend,
regardless of who committed the first sin, is still sin, which is an open door for the evil spirit to keep
attacking.
The jezebel spirit can and does go into men, but 95% of the time the jezebel spirit prefers to go into
the woman (as the host), and the man will then host the ahab spirit. The jezebel spirit hosting in the
woman, then attack’s the relationship and is constantly using a combination of five things:
1. Fear (of rejection),
2. Anger (which is hatred),
3. Martyr (oh poor me, look what the other person is doing to me),
4. Pleaser (I will earn your love by doing something for you, now you owe me),
5. Sex (you make me sad, so I do not want to have sex with you, he begins looking elsewhere).
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1:01 As long as you (the wife) have these demons, the marriage is not going to work
1:20 Bob identifies jezebel, jezebel does not like the sword in back or anointing oil on forehead, or
the cross on the forehead
2:13 send angels to smite the jezebel spirit to answer questions
2:35 did you come back, not leave, or are you a different jezebel spirit – came back
2:43 brought more demons like murder, hate,
3:13 open door was anger and hatred toward husband, she also hates herself
3:24 so this marriage is never going to work with jezebel there
3:50 when did you get in, was born with jezebel, curse going back 10 generations ago, due to
murder, destroying women, marriages, homes and families (various forms of murder)
4:30 Jezel brings more demons of anger, rage, fear, rejection, witchcraft, murder, hate,
5:10 strong hold/fertile grounds are hatred for herself and husband, but no legal authority (to stay).
5:56 I break the curse of 10 generations of murder and witchcraft. The curse is broken on herself
and future generations, now lift the curse
So the jezebel spirit used ancestral sin of murder ten generations ago as open door into the bloodline
and was with this woman from birth, found fertile ground (open door), then built a stronghold
(castle/fortress) using bricks of hatred (which would be unforgiveness) of herself and husband, but
had no legal right to stay (just an open door and stronghold/set up shop). You have to know which
door has been left open or the jezebel spirit just keeps coming back. So… hatred of herself and
husband (unforgiveness) was an open door, letting the jezebel spirit back into her.
Bob cast a jezebel spirit out of her (but the husband will need to be delivered of an ahab spirit in
him). Jezebel and ahab sprits are always, always together. The ahab spirit influences the other
spouse to do nothing and just let it happen.
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